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Bio 

Born in the small town of  Windom 
Minnesota, Morgan Potter always 
had big dreams of  moving to the 
Twin Cities. Her love of  History, 

Theater and Fashion finally lead her 
towards an educational path that 

included all three: Costume Design. 

 
Morgan is a Theater Major with an 

emphasis in Design and Technology 
along with a minor in Cinema and 

Media Culture Studies. 

 
 



 
My UROP 

 
 A bit different than most, the main objective and benefit of  

my UROP was not answering a specific question or proving a 
hypothesis, it was for to further my own knowledge of  the professional 
world of  costume design.  

From my Original Proposal  

 For over 50 years, aspiring young actors have benefited from the 
University of  Minnesota and Guthrie Theater’s educational partnership. UMN/
Guthrie BFA program provides students with intensive training and practice in the 
acting field before graduation. In my research I would cultivate a similar, thorough 
experience at Minnesota’s most reputable theater; an opportunity usually not 
available to BA theater students, specifically to those pursing a career in theatrical 
design. 

 



The Music Man 

Set in the conservative town of  River City Iowa, The Music 
Man tells the tale of  conman Harold Hill who falls for feisty 
librarian Marion Paroo. Toe tapping tunes include The Wells 
Fargo Wagon, Shipoopi and of  course Seventy-Six Trombones. 

The Music Man is an iconic American classic performed 
through out the country; with it’s memorable characters, 
catchy dance numbers and witty dialog the show exudes fresh 
summer fun! A perfect selection for the Guthrie’s annual 
musical. 

 



Objectives 

�  Script Analysis 

�  Historical Research 

�  Provide visual documentation of  research {books, photos, sketches} 

�  Attend meetings with directors, drapers, tailors. 

�   Travel to New York City to “swatch” fabric; visit fabric stores, 
attend Broadway show, Q&A with young professional/Former Grad 
UMN grad student now living/Working in the city. 



Script Analysis 

�  A skill briefly tough in the Theater Department’s Intro to Costume 
Design, Script Analysis is the processes of  reading through the script, 
noting all characters, their costume changes and any costume or 
accessory specifics.  

�  In my experience I worked through the challenge of  a full length, 
large cast musical. In previous experience I’d only analysis one act of  
smaller scale plays. 

   Why is this important?   

Without an accurate script analysis actors could be left without costumes 
and designers without detailed list of  necessary items.  



Historical Research  

My personal favorite part of  the design process, historical 
research provides a designer with period appropriate 
references.  

  Why is this important? 

The best costume designers working in the business become 
successful in great thanks to their historically accurate design. 
Accurately designing a period specific show fully immerses the 
audience in the world of  the production, providing them with 
an authentic theatrical experience.  



Historical Research: Summer 
1912 

�  Magrath Library located on UMN St. Paul Campus 
provided an extensive collection of  historical fashion text. 
However, as visual artists, many designers prefer to gain 
inspiration through other visual mediums.  

�  Wilson Library on the outskirts of  West Bank and their 
assembly of  Microfilm allowed my research to stem back 
to magazines of  the early 1900’s. 



McCall Microfilm 
McCall’s, a popular monthly magazine that stated in the early 1870’s, provided pages and pages of  

“modern” Women's fashion. My reel of  research was issues dated September 1911-August 1013 as 
the events of  the Music Man take place in July of  1912. 













Goldstein Museum of  
Design 

�  The wonderfully charming ladies of  the Goldstien 
Museum of  Design (located in McNeal Hall) pulled their 
collection of  men’s, women’s, and children’s wear circa 
early 1910’s.  

�  Personally examining these items allowed a thorough 
understand of  not only how the apparel looked, but also 
how they were produced.  



Men’s Double Breasted Vest 
Sharp, peaked lapel in surprisingly pink accented khaki    



Single Breasted 
Men’s Vest 

 
 

Dark Wool 
Single Breast vs. Double  

Slanted pockets 

Again, subtle fabric accented by 
pops of  pink!   



Detail: Men’s Trousers 
Button vs. Zipper 
fly on Trousers 

Suspender support 
buttons on backside 



Young Women’s Day Dress 



Women’s Walking Outfit 



A Fun, Furry Feature 

    Women’s hat garnished with white mink 



Trip to NYC 
Swatching, Connections, and Exploration 



What is Swatching? 

�  Swatching is the process of  creating a color and texture palate 
through fabric choices. Samples of  fabric (swatches) are taken 
from larger rolls for later comparison against sketches. 

�  It’s through swatching designers create a visually cohesive 
collection.  

�  New York’s Garment district in packed full of  fabric shops 
frequented by theatrical and film costume designers, fashion 
students, and reality TV contestants (Project Runway)  



Where’d We Go? 
Just a handful in NYC Garment District 

�  Mood 

�  Fabrics & Fabrics 

�  New York Elegant Fabric 

�  M & J Trimming 

�  Rosen & Chadick 

�  Beckenstein Bespoke 



So Many Choices! 



Personal Research 

NYC, one of  the fashion capitals of  the world is 
a treasure trove of  historical fashion thanks to 
it’s plethora of  museums. 

�  Metropolitan Museum of  Art 

�  JP Morgan House 

�  New York Public Library for the Performing Arts, Dorthy 
and Lewis B. Cullman Center. 

 

 











Exploring the City 
A kind of  research in its own right, my time spent wandering the streets of  NYC answered many 

questions including if  this is a city where I would consider starting my profession career. 



Broadway 
A costume designers dream is designing for a big Broadway show, I spent a good portion of  

time traveling down Broadway, taking in the sights and sounds and eventually the new hit 
musical Finding Neverland staring Kelsey Grammer & Matthew Morrison. 



Final Thoughts  
What did I gain? 

�  First and foremost I learned COMMUNICATION IS KEY. Communication between designers and assistants, 
designers and directors, & designers and drapers. Communication leads to a cohesive production and positive 
work environment…sometimes emails aren’t good enough. 

�  Research takes time. Research isn’t as simple as opening a book or two and finding photographs. It’s in-depth, 
including all characters; men, women, and children.  

�  Your resources are only as limited as you make them. There’s always another book you can open, another 
library you can visit, another reel of  microfilm you can scroll through. Be persistent and you’ll find what you’re 
looking for. 

�  Don’t wait for someone to tell you to do something. To become a successful designer that requires thinking 
ahead of  your director, think of  the things he won’t and think of  them ahead of  time.  

�  Someone will always be willing to help you if  you ask, whether it be searching for a book in the library, pulling 
fabric at a shop, or simply asking directions to the theater. 

�  New York is an amazing city…and I never want to live there. Telling people I’m a costume designer often 
results in the response “Oh! So you’re going to live in New York and work on Broadway someday?” And my 
honest response is no. I would jump at the opportunity to go there again and possibly work there in the future, 
it’s not a city I could ever call home. I’ve learned how important the Twin City/Midwest’s smaller scale 
independent theater scene is and that’s the scene I want to be a part of. 


